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According to Riemann (1) geometr is based on the following two facts:
1. Space is a three-dimensional continuum, the manifold of its points is

therefore represented in a smooth manner by the values of three coordinates
xl, Xi, x3.

2. (Pythagorean Theorem) The square of the distace between two infinitesimally separated points

P = (Xi, Xi, X3)

and

p' = (Xi + dXI, Xi + dXi, X3 + dX3)

(1)

is (in any coordinate system) a quadratic form in the relative coordinates dXi:
dsl = L gikdxidxk

(gik = gki)

(2)

ik

We express the second fact briefly by saying: the space is a metrical continuum.

In the spirit of modern local physics we take the pythagorean theorem to be
strctly valid only in the infinitesimal

limit.

Special relativity leads to the insight that time should be included as a fourt
coordinate Xo on the same footing as the thee space-coordinates, and thus the

stage for physical events, the world, is afour-dimensional, metrical continuum.
The quadratic form (2) that defines the world-geometr is not positive-definite

as in the case of thee-dimensional geometr, but has positive-index 3. Riemann already expressed the idea that the metrc should be regarded as something
physically meaningful since it manifests itself as an effective force for material

bodies, in centrfugal forces for example, and that one should therefore take
into account that it interacts with matter; whereas previously all geometers and
philosophers believed that the metrc was an intrnsic propert of the space,

independent of the matter contained in it. It was on the basis of this idea, for
which the possibility of fulfillment was not available to Rieman, that in our

time Einstein (independently of Riemann) erected the grandiose structure of
general relativity. According to Einstein the phenomena of gravitation can be
attrbuted to the world-metrc, and the laws though by which matter and metric
interact are nothing but the laws of gravitation; the gik in (2) are the components of the gravitational potential.-Whereas the the gravitational potentials
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are the components of an invarant quadratic differential form, electromagnetic
phenomena are controlled by a four-potentiaL, whose components Øi are the
components of an invarant linear differential foTÎ L ø¡ dx¡. However, both
phenomena, gravitation and electrcity, have remained completely isolated from
one another up to now.

From recent publications of Levi-Civita (2), Hessenberg (3) and the author
(4) it has become evident that a natural formulation of Riemannian geometr
is based on the concept of infinitesimal parallel-transfer. If P and pi are two
points connected by a curve then one can can transfer a vector from P to pi
along the curve keeping it parallel to itself. However, the transfer of the vector
from P to' pi is, in general, not integrable i.e. the vector that is obtained at
pi depends on the path. Integrability holds only for Euclidean ('gravitation-

free') geometr. - But in the Riemannian geometr described above there

is contained a residual element of rigid geometr-with no good reason, as
far as I can see; it is due only to the accidental development of Riemannian
geometr from Euclidean geometr. The metrc (2) allows the magnitudes of
two vectors to be compared, not only at the same point, but at any two arbitrarly
seperated points. A true infinitesimal geometry should, however, recognize only

a principle for transferring the magnitude of a vector to an infinitesimally close

point and then, on transfer to an arbitrarly distant point, the integrability of
the magnitude of a vector is no more to be expected than the integrabilty of
its direction. On the removal of this inconsistency there appears a geometr

J

that, surprisingly, when applied to the world, explains not only the gravitational
phenomena but also the electrical. According to the resultant theory both spring
from the same source, indeed in general one cannot seperate gravitation and
electromagnetism in an arbitrary manner. In this theory all physical quantities
from the beginning as a
have a world-geometrical meaning; the action appears
law; it even allows us
pure number. it leads to an essentially unique universal
to understand in a certain sense why the world is four-dimensional. -I shall

first sketch the constrction of the corrected Riemannian geometr without any

reference to physics; the physical application wil then suggest itself.
In a given coordinate system the coordinates dx¡ of a point pi relative to an
infinitesimally close point P are the components of the infinitesimal translation

--

r
U,

P pi _ see (1). The change from one coordinate-system to another is expressed

by the continuous transformation:

(i=1,2,...,n)

Xi = xi(x~xi.. .x~)

which determines the connection between the coordinates of the same point in
the same infinitesimal
the different systems. For the components dXi and dx; of
translation of the point P we then have the linear transformation
dXi = L aikdx;
k

.J

L

(3)
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in which the the aik are the values of the derivatives ax¡fax; at the point P.
A (contravarant) vector at the point P has n numbers çi as components in
every coordinate system, and on transforming the coordinates, these numbers
transform in the same way as the infinitesimal translations in (3). I shall call
the set of all vectors at P the vector-space at P. It is 1. linear or affne Le. it
is invarant with respect to the multiplication of a vector by a number and the
addition of two vectors, and 2. metrical: by means of the symmetrc bilinear
form (2) an invariant scalar product

'" i k

X.r¡ = r¡.X = LgikX r¡

is defined for each pair of vectors X, r¡. However, according to our point of
view this form is determined only up to an arbitrary positive proportionalityfactor. If the manifold is described by the coordinates Xi only the ratios of

the components gik are determned by the metrc at P. Physically also, only
the ratios of the gik have a direct physical meaning. For a given point P
the neighbouring points pi which can receive light-signals from P satisfy the
equation
L gikdxidxk = 0
ik

For the purpose of analytical representation we have to 1. choose a coordinate
system and 2. in each point P determine the arbitrar proportionality-factor of

the gik. Correspondingly each formula must have a double-invarance: 1. it
must be invariant with respect to arbitrary smooth coordinate transformations
2. it must remain unchanged when the gik are replaced by Àgik where À is
an arbitrar smooth function of position. Our theory is characterized by the

appearance of this second invarance property.

An afne or linear map of the vector space at the point P onto the vector
space at the point P* is defined as the map A ~ A* such that ax ~ ax*
and X + r¡ ~ X * + r¡*, where a is an arbitrar number. In parcular the
map is said to be is said to be a similarity map if the inner-product X*.r¡* is
proportonal to the inner-product X.r¡ for all pais of vectors X and r¡. (Only ths

concept of similar maps has an objective meaning in our context; the previous
theory allowed one to introduce the sharer concept of congruent maps.) The
parallel-transfer of a vector at P to a neighbouring point pi is defined by the
following two axioms:
1. The parallel transfer of the vectors at P to vectors at pi defines a similarty
map.

~ -- =- =-

2. If Pi and Pi are two neighbouring points to P and if the infinitesimal
vectors P Pi and P Pi become Pi P12 and PiPil, on parallel-transfer to Pi and
Pi respectively then Pii and P21 coincide (commutativity).

The par of the first axiom that says that the parallel-transfer is an afne
transformation of the vector space from P to pi is expressed analyticaly as
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follows: the vector çi at P = (XiXi . . . xn) is transferred to the vector
çi + dçi at p' = (xi + dxi, Xi + dXl,..., Xn + dxn)

whose components are linear in çi :

dçi = - Ldy:e

(4)

r

The second axiom requires that the dy: are linear differential forms:
dy: = L r~sdxs,
s

whose coeffcients have the symmetry propert
(5)

r;r = r~s

If

two vectors çi, T/i at P are parallel-transferred to the vectors çi +dçi, T/i +dT/i

at P' the par of

axiom

1 that goes beyond affnity to include similarty requires

that
~)gik + dgik)(çi + dçi)(T/k + dT/k) and
ik

LgikÇiT/k
ik

are proportonal. If we call the proportionality factor, which is infinitesimally
close to unity, (1 + dCP) and define the lowering of indices in the usual manner
as
ai = L gikak
k

we then have
(6)

dgik - (dYki + dYik) = gikdcp

From this it follows that dcp is a linear differential form:
(7)

dcp = L CPidxi

If it is known, then the quantities r are determined by equation (6) or
agik
ri,kr + rk,ir = -a - gikCPr

Xr
and the symmetr propert (5). The metrical connection of

the space depends

not only on the quadratic form (2) (which is determined only up to a proportionality factor) but on the linear form (7). If, without changing coordinates,
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we replace gik by Àgik the quantities dy~ remain unchanged, the dYik acquire
a factor À and dgik becomes Àdgik + gikdÀ. Equation (6) then shows that dcp
becomes

dÀ

dcp + - = dcp + d(1nÀ).

À

For the linear form CPidxi the arbitrarness takes the form of an additive total

diferential rather than a proportionality factor that would be determined by a
choice of scale. For the analytic representation of the geometr the forms
gikdxidxk

CPidxi

(8)

are on the same footing as

Àgikdxidxk and CPidxi + d(1nÀ),

(9)

where À is an arbitrar function of position. The invariant quantity is therefore
the anti-symmetric tensor with components
Fik = aCPi _ acpk

aXk aXi

(10)

i.e. the form
1

Fikdxi8xk = iFik!:xib

which depends bilinearly on two arbitrar translations dx and 8x at the pòint
P or, more precisely, on the sudace-element
!:Xik = dXi8xk - dXk8xi

determined by these two translations. The special case for which the magnitude

of a vector at an arbitrar initial point can be parallel-transferred thoughout
the space in a path-independent manner appears when the gik can be chosen
in such a way that the CPi vanish. The r~s are then nothing but the Chrstoffel
3-index symbols. The neccessar and suffcient condition for this to be the case
is the vanishing of the tensor Fik.

Accordingly, it is very suggestive to interpret CPi as the electromagnetic po-

tential and the tensor F as the electromagnetic field. Indeed, the absence of
an electromagnetic field is the condition for the validity of Einstein's gravitational theory. If one accepts this interpretation one sees that electromagnetic
quantities are such that their characterization by numbers in a given coordinate
system is independent of the scale. In this theory one must adopt a new approach to the question of of scales and dimensions. Previously one spoke of a
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tensor being of second rank when, after making an arbitrary choice of scale,
it was represented in every coordinate system by a matrx aik whose entries
were the coeffcients of an invarant bilinear form of two arbitrar independent
infinitesimal translations

aikdxi8xk

(11)

Here we talk of a tensor when, h¡tving fixed a coordinate system and making a
definite choice of the proportionality factor of the gik, the components aik are
uniquely determined and indeed are determined in such a way that the form
(11) is invarant with respect to coordinate transformations, but aik changes to
Àeaik when gik changes to Àgik. We say then that the tensor has weight e or,
if a 'scale' L is assigned to the line-element ds, that it has dimension i2e. The
absolute invarant tensors are only those of weight zero. The field-tensor with
the components Fik is of this kind. According to (10) it satisfies the first system
of Maxwell equations

-+-+-=0
aFki aF¡ aFik

aXi aXk aXi

Once the concept of parallel- transfer is defined the geometr and tensor calculus

is easily deduced.
a) Geodesics. Given a point P and a vector at P, the geodesic originating at

this vector is obtaned by continuously parallel-transferrng
the vector in its own direction. The differential equation for the geodesic takes
the form
P in the direction of

-+r
--=0
dr2 rs dr
dr
d2xi i dXr dxs

for a suitable choice of the parameter r. (It cannot, of course, be interpreted

as the line of shortst length since the concept of length along a curve is not

meaningfuL. )

b) Tensor Calculus. For example, to obtain a tensor-field of ran 2 from a
covarant tensor-field of rank 1 and weight zero and components fi by differentiation, we tae any vector çi at the point P with coordinates Xi, constrct
the invarant fiçi and compute its infinitesimal varation on parallel-transfer to
a neighbouring point pi with coordinates Xi + dXi. We obtain

8fi cid l' dcr ( afi rr l') i:id
-5 Xk + Jr 5 = - - ikJr " Xk.

8Xk 8Xk

The quantities in brackets on the right-hand side are the components of a tensor

of rank 2 and weight zero which has been derived from the field f in a fully
I
!

f

1

invarant manner.
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c) Curvature. To constrct the analogue of the Riemann tensor consider the

infinitesimal parallelogram consisting of the points P, Pi, Pl and P12 = Pli.
Since the points Pil and Pli coincide, it makes sense to compute the difference

between the vectors obtained at this point by takng any vector ç = çi and
parallel-transferrng it to P12 via Pi and Pl respectively. For its components
one obtains

ßçi = R~çj,

(12)

-- --

where the Rji are independent of the vector ç but depend linearly on the sudace-

element spanned by the two infinitesimal transfers PPi= (dxi) and PPl=

o0i0

(tJXi):

Rj = RjkidxktJXl = iRjkißXkl.

The curvature components Rjkl' which depend only on the point P, have the
following two symmetr properties: 1. they change sign on permutation of the
last indices k and l; 2. if one cyclically permutes the indices j, k, L and adds,
the sum is zero. If the index i is lowered we obtain in Rijkl the components of a
covarant tensor of 4th rank and weight 1. One sees by inspection that R splits
in an invarant manner into two pars

o 0 1 0
Rjkl = PJkl - itJjFkl

tJ1
j =1

(i = j)

tJ1
j =0

(i =1 j),

(13)

where Pijkl is anti-symmetrc in the indices i and j as well as k and L. Whereas
the equations Fik = 0 characterize the absence of an electromagnetic field i.e.
magnitude is integrable, one sees from (13) that
a space in which the transfer of
Pjkl = 0 are the invarant conditions for the absence of a gravitational field Le.
for the parallel transfer of directions to be integrable. Only in Euclidean space
is there neither electromagnetism nor gravitation.
The simplest invarant of a linear map like (12) that assigns a vector tJç to
every ç is the trace
1 0

-R;.
n

For this we obtain from (13) the form
i

2' i ,

- - Fckdx-tJxk

which we have already encountered. The simplest invarant that can be constrcted from a tensor of the form - Fik /2 is the square of its magnitude

1 Ok

L = -F1kF' .
4

Since the tensor F has weight zero, L is clearly an invarant of weight -2.
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If g is the negative determinant of the gik and
dw = .,dxodxidxidx3 = .,dx

is the infinitesimal volume element, then, as is well-known, the Maxwell theory
is determined by the electromagnetic Action, which is

equal to the integral

f Ldw over an arbitrar volume of this simplest invarant, in such a way that
for arbitrar varations of the gik and CPi which vanish on the boundar we have
8 f Ldw = f (si8cpi + Tik8gik) dw

where

1 a (.¡Fik)
si =.¡ aXk
are the left-hand side of the Maxwell equations (on the right-hand side of which
is the electromagnetic current) and the Tik are the components of the energymomentum tensor of the electromagnetic field. Since L is an invarant of weight
-2 and the volume element an invarant of weight Ï the integral f Ldw then

has a meaning only when the dimension is n = 4. Thus in our context the
Maxell equations are possible only in 4 dimensions. But in four dimensions
the electromagnetic action is a pure number. Its magnitude in CGS units can, of
course, only be determined when a computation based on our theory is applied
to a physical problem such as the electron.
Passing on from Geometry to Physics, we have to assume, following the
example of Mie's theory (5), that the whole set of natural

laws is based on a

definite integral-invarant, the action

f Wdw= f Wdx

(W = W./)

in such a way that the actual world is selected from the class of all possible
worlds by the fact that the Action is extremal in every region with respect to the
varations of the gik and CPk which vanish on the boundar of that region. W,
the action-density, must be' an invarant of weight - 2. The action is in any case

a pure number; in this way our theory gives pride of place to that par of atomic
theory that is the most fundamental according to modern ideas: the action. The

simplest and most natural Ansatz that we can make for W is

i jkl
W = RjklRi
= IRI1
According to (13) this can be written as

W = ipil +4L

(14)
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(At most the factor 4, by which the second (electrcal) term is added, could
be open to doubt). But even without specifying the action there are some
general conclusions that we can draw. We shall show that: just as according
to the researches of Hilbert (6), Lorentz (7), Einstein (8), Klein (9) and the
author (10) the four conservation laws of matter (of the energy-momentum
tensor) are connected with the the invariance of the Action with respect to

coordinate transformations, expressed through four independent functions, the
electromagnetic conservation law is connected with the new scale-invarance,

expressed through a fifth arbitrar function. The manner in which the latter
resembles the energy-momentum principle seems to me to be the strongest

general argument in favour of the present theory-insofar as it is permissible
to talk of justification in the context of pure speculation.
We set for an arbitrar varation which vanishes on the boundar

(Wik = Wki)

tJ f Wdx = f (WiktJgik + WitJØi) dx

(15)

The field equations are then

Wik=O

Wi =0

(16)

We can regard the first and second as the gravitational and the electromagnetic
field equations respectively. The quantities defined by
wi = .,Wl,

Wi = .jwi

are the mixed (contravarant) components of a tensor of weight -2 and rank
2 (1) respectively. In the system of equations (16) there are five superfuous
equations corresponding to the invarance properties. This is expressed by the
following five identities that hold for the left-hand sides:

awi .
_=Wl.
ax- - i'

(17)

i

awi srI i

aXi r s 2 i .

- - rk W == - Fkw

(18)

The first is a result of scale-invarance. For if, in the transition from (8) to (9)

we take InÀ to be an infinitesimal function of position we obtain the varation
tJgik = giktJP,

(tJp)
.

tJØi = a

aXi
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For this (15) must vanish. If we express the invarance of the action with respect to coordinate transformations by an infinitesimal varation of the manifold
(9)(10) we obtain the identities

----W +- -Øk-FikW =0,

aXi 12 agrs
aXk rs)
2 aXi
(aWi
1 (awi i)

which convert to (18) when ~~ is replaced by grs Wrs according to (17). From
the gravitational equations alone we obtain that

-=0
awi

(19)

aXi

and from the electromagnetic equations alone that
aWk _ rs Wr = 0

aXi kr s

(20)

In Maxwell's theory Wi has the form

w' = -S'

. a (.¡ Fik) .
aXk

(Si = .jsi) ,

where si is the four-current. Since the first par here identically satisfies (19)

this yields the electromagnetic conservation law

1 a (.¡si)
=0.
.¡ aXi
In the same way Wl in Einstein's gravitational theory consists of two terms,
the first of which identically satisfies equation (20), and the second of which is
equal to the mixed energy momentum-tensor T~ multiplied by .¡. In this way
equation (20) leads to the four energy-momentum conservation equations. It
is a completely analogous situation for our theory when we make the Ansatz
(14) for the action. The five conservation laws can be eliminated from the field
equations since they are obtained in two ways and thereby show that five of the
field equations
are superfuous.
For example for the Ansatz (14) the Maxwell equations read
1 a(.¡Fik)

.¡ aXk

= Si

and

Si = ~ (RØi + aR) .

4 aXi

(21)
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R denotes the invariant of weight -1 that is constructed from R~kl by contracting

i, k and j, l. The computation gives
(.¡øi) + ~(Øiøi),
R = R* _ ~ a

.¡ ax; 2

where R* denotes the Riemannian invarant constrcted from the gik. In the
static case, where the spacial components of the electromagnetic potential vanish and all quantities are independent of the time xo, we must have, according
to (21)

* 3 0

R = R + -Øoø = const.
2

But in a space-time region in which R =1 0 one can quite generally, by suitable

choice of the arbitrar scale, choose R = const = :: 1. In time-dependent
situations one must, however, expect to encounter sudaces where R = 0,
which obviously playa singular role. R should not be used as an action since
it is not of weight -2 (In Einstein's theory R* is of this kind). Ths has the
consequence that our theory leads to Maxwell's equations but not to Einstein's;
instead of the latter we have fourt-order differential equations. But in fact it
is not very probable that the Einstein gravitational field equations are strctly
correct, paricularly, since the gravitational constant contained in them is quite
out of place with respect to the other natural constants, so that the gravitational
radius of the mass and charge of an electron, for example, is of a completely
different order of magnitude (about 1010 resp. 1040 times smaller) than the
radius of the electron itself (11).

It was my intention to develop only the basis of the theory here. There
arses the task of deriving the physical consequences of the Ansatz (14) and
comparng them with experiment, in paricular to see if they imply the existence
of the electron and of other unexplained atomic phenomena. The problem is
extraordinarly complicated from the mathematical point of view because it
is out of the question to consider linear approximations. Since the neglect
of non-linear terms in the interior of the electron is certainly not permssible,
the linear equations obtained by neglecting them can have essentially only the
trvial solution. I intend to return to these questions elsewhere.
Postscript. A Remark by Mr. A. Einstein Concerning the Above Work

If light-rays were the only means by which metrcal relationships in the neighbourhood of a space-time point could be determined, there would indeed be
an indeterminate factor left in the line-element ds (as well as in the gik). This
ambiguity is removed, however, when measurements obtained though (infinitesimally small) rigid bodies and clocks are taken into account. A timelike
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ds can be measured directly by a standard clock whose world-line is contained

in ds.
Such a definition of the line-element ds would become ilusory only if the
assumptions concerning 'standard lengths' and 'stadard clocks' was not valid
in principle; this would be the case if the length of a stadard rod (resp. speed
of a standard clock) depended on its history. If ths were really so in Nature,
c

chemical elements with spectral-lines of definite frequency could not exist and
the relative frequency of two neighbouring atoms of the same kind would be
different in general. As this is not the case it seems to me that one cannot accept
the basic hypothesis of this theory, whose depth and boldness every reader must
neverteless admie.

Author's reply
I thank Mr. Einstein for giving me the opportunity of answering immediately the

objection that he raised. I do not believe, in fact, that he is correct. According
to special relativity a rigid rod has always the same rest-length if it is at rest in
an inertial frame, and, under the same circumstances, a stadard clock has the

same period in standard units (Michelson experiment, poppler-effect). There
is, however, no question of the clock measuring f ds when it is in arbitrar
turbulent motion (as little as in thermodynamics an arbitrar fast and nonuniformly heated gas passes through only equilibrium states); it is certnly

not the case when the clock (or atom) experiences the effect of a strongly

varing electromagnetic field. In general relativity the most that one can say
is: a clock at rest in a static gravitational field measures the integral f ds in the
absence of an electromagnetic field. How a clock behaves in arbitrar motion in

the common presence of arbitrar gravitational and electromagnetic fields can
only be determined by the computation of the dynamics based on the physical
laws. Because of ths problematic behaviour of rods and clocks I have relied

in my book Raum-Zeit-Materie only on the observation of light-signals for the

measurement of the gik (P. 182ff.); in this way not only the ratios of these
quantities but (by choice of a definite scale) even their absolute values can be
determined so long as the Einstein theory is valid. The same conclusion has
'r

been reached independently by Kretschman (12).
According to the theory developed here, with a suitable choice of coordinates
and the undetermined proportionality-factor, the quadratic form dsl is roughly
the same as in special relativity, except in the interior of the atom, and the linear
form is = 0 in the same approximation. In the case of no electromagnetic field
(the linear form strctly = 0) dsl is exactly determined by the demand expressed
in brackets (up to a constant proportionality-factor, which is also arbitrar in

Einstein's theory; the same is tre even for a static electromagnetic field). The

most plausible assumption that can be made about a clock at rest in a static
'.

L
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field is that it measures the ds which is normalized in this way; this assumption
(13) has to be justified by an explicit dynamical calculation in both Einstein's

theory and mine. In any case an oscilating system of definite strcture that
remains in a definite static field will behave in a definite way (the influence of
a possibly turbulent history wil quickly dissipate); I do not believe that my
theory is in contradiction with this experimental situation (which is confirmed

by the existence of chemical elements for the atoms). It is to be observed
that the mathematical ideal of vector-transfer, on which the constrction of
the geometry is based, has nothing to do with the real situation regarding the
movement of a clock, which is determined by the equations of motion.
The geometr developed here is, it must be emphasized, the tre infinitesimal

geometr. It would be remarkable if in nature there was realized instead an
ilogical quasi-infinitesimal geometr, with an electromagnetic field attached
to it. But of course I could be on a wild-goose chase with my whole concept;
we are dealing here with pure speculation; comparson with experiment is

an understood requirement. For this the consequences of the theory must be
worked out; I am hoping for assistance in this diffcult task.
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Postscript June 1955

This work was the beginning of the attempt to construct a 'unified field theory'

which was taken up later by many others-without conspicuous success as far
as I can see; as is well-known, Einstein himself

was working at it until his death.

I completed the development of my theory in two papers (references omitted),

furter in the 4th and above all in the 5th edition of my book Raum-Zeit-Materie.
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In ths development I gave preference to another principle-first for formal
reasons, then strengthened by an investigation of W. Pauli (Verh. dtsch. phys.
Ges.21 1919).
The strongest argument for my theory seems to be this, that gauge-invarance

corresponds to the conserVation of electrc charge in the same way that coordinate-invarance corresponds to the conservation of energy and momentum.

Later the quantum-theory introduced the Schrödinger-Dirac potential if of the
electron-positron field; it cared with it an experimentally-based prindple of
gauge-invarance which guaranteed the conservation of charge, and connected
the if with the electromagnetic potentials Øi in the same way that my speculative
theory had connected the gravitational potentials gik with the Øi, and measured
the Øi in known atomic, rather than unknown cosmological, units. I have no
doubt but that the correct context for the principle of gauge-invarance is here
and not, as I believed in 1918, in the intertwining of electromagnetism and
gravity. Compare in this context my Essay (reference omitted): Geometry and
Physics.
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